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I.

INTRODUCTION
This case is indeed a tale of two agencies. On the one hand, we have the Dental Board

that the North Carolina Legislature intended, with very limited authority over the activities of
non-dentists. Under state law, if the Board is concerned that an individual is practicing dentistry
without a license, it may bring this complaint to a state court. Nothing more. And on the other
hand, we have the Dental Board in action: pursuing an anticompetitive campaign - unauthorized
by the Legislature and independent of the courts - to exclude non-dentists from competing with
dentists to provide teeth whitening services.
The Board claims that this ultra vires campaign is driven by safety concerns, but these
concerns are difficult to credit. Over the years, and on literally tens of millions of occasions,
carbamide peroxide and hydrogen peroxide have been used safely to whiten teeth. An extensive
scientific literature shows that over-the-counter strength peroxide provides for a safe procedure,
the principal negative side-effect being the potential for a transient discomfort. The Board has
unearthed three individuals that it alleges have been more seriously harmed by a teeth whitening
procedure; the evidence at trial will show that these claims are very likely to be inaccurate.
Moreover, whatever the merits of those claims, they are not the genesis of the Board's efforts to
eliminate non-dentist competitors, as the Board's campaign was initiated well before these
incidents.
When a dentist complains to the Board that there is a non-dentist kiosk or salon in the
vicinity, the Boards springs to action - but not with a lawsuit, and often without any
investigation. Instead, the Board, presenting the imprimatur of the State, orders the non-dentist
to cease and desist from providing teeth whitening services. In so doing, the Board is acting
outside its authority, as the decision whether to prohibit non-dentist teeth whitening has not been

entrusted by the State to the Board.
The Board avers that this lawsuit undennines North Carolina's sovereign authority to
regulate dentistry, and would require North Carolina to re-structure the Board, or to cease
relying on experts, or to appoint two boards of dentistry. This is nonsense. What is required is
for this Board to comply with the Dental Act as enacted by the North Carolina Legislature;
specifically, if and when the Board has concerns regarding non-dentist providers, the Board may
not itself order anyone to leave the market, but instead must rely on the North Carolina courts to
do so. Of course, the Legislature may also address the antitrust violations detailed in the lawsuit
by amending the statute so as (i) to authorize the Board to issue cease and desist orders, and (ii)
to provide for supervision by a state agent that is not financially interested (e.g., the Department
of Health). But a statutory amendment is unnecessary, provided that the Board complies with
the current law.
Finally, the Board makes a series of baseless allegations of misconduct directed at
Complaint Counsel, all of which are false. Complaint Counsel categorically denies that it has
abused deponents, deceived anyone, or otherwise acted unethically.

* * * *
The Board's discussion of state action obscures the key precepts. To begin, the state
action defense requires the defendant to establish that the challenged restraint: (1) confonns with
a "clearly articulated" state policy to displace the antitrust laws with regulation, and (2) is
"actively supervised" by the state. Together, these requirements ensure that the state action
defense shelters only the particular anticompetitive acts of private parties that, in the judgment of
the State, promote state regulatory policies, as opposed to the interests of private parties.
The Board answers that, for a state agency such as the Board, the clear articulation
-2-

requirement should be lax, and the active supervision requirement should be abandoned. Why?
Because the close scrutiny required by the Supreme Court would (the Board claims) undercut the
policies of the state of North Carolina and impede the state's efforts to protect health and safety.
The Supreme Court addressed - and rejected - this precise argument in Tieor. A demanding
application of the Mideal requirements, the Court explained, actually protects the prerogatives of
the State. FTC v. Tieor Title Ins. Co., 504 U.S. 621, 635-36 (1992). The state legislature is
undermined when a deliberately narrow delegation of authority is transmuted into a broad
exemption from the antitrust laws. Id.
A second reason why the state is required both to authorize and to supervise the
anticompetitive conduct of market participants, as a condition of displacing antitrust
enforcement, is to assure political responsibility.
States must accept political responsibility for actions they intend to undertake
. . .. For States which do choose to displace the free market with regulation, our
insistence on real compliance with both parts of the Mideal test will serve to
make clear that the State is responsible for the price fixing it has sanctioned and
undertaken to control.
Id. at 636. Thus, even if North Carolina were inclined to hand over to dentists unsupervised

discretion to determine whether, when, and how to restrain competition, this would be prohibited
by antitrust law. By approving each anticompetitive restraint, the State demonstrates and affirms
its "ownership" of the restraints, and thus satisfies prong 2.
Because state action is an affirmative defense, the analysis starts with the presumption
that North Carolina favors competition in the field of teeth whitening (low prices, convenience,
and choice), and requires that the Board prove the opposite - that North Carolina has authorized
and actively supervises the Board's anti competitive campaign. The Board has failed to carry its
burden, and hence the state action defense should be dismissed.
-3-

II.

LEGAL STANDARD FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY DECISION
Commission Rule of Practice 3.24, like Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 56, authorizes

partial summary judgment to dismiss an affirmative defense. I Summary judgment is appropriate
where there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and the moving party is entitled to
judgment as a matter of law. Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 322 (1986).
The party seeking summary judgment has the initial burden of identifying evidence that
establishes the absence of any genuine issue of material fact. Id. at 323. The opposing party
must then "come forward with 'specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue of fact for
trial.'" Matsushita Elec. Indus. Corp. v. Zenith Radio Corp., 475 U.S. 574,587 (1986); 16 C.F.R.
§ 3.24(a)(3).

The mere existence of any factual dispute will not defeat a properly supported motion for
summary judgment. Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 247-48 (1986). There is no
genuine issue, and summary judgment should be granted, unless there is evidence sufficient to
lead a rational trier of fact to find for the non-moving party. Id. at 247, 249-50.
For example, where the moving party relies upon a document to support a finding, the
opposing party does not create a material dispute by advancing an unreasonable interpretation of
that document. Summary judgment may be based on the court's reading of a document that is
clear on its face. 2

I

County of Hennepin v. Aetna Cas. & Sur. Co., 587 F.2d 945, 946 (8th Cir. 1978).

2 Bay State Milling Co. v. Martin, 916 F.2d 1221, 1225-26 (7th Cir. 1990) ("no need to
go outside the four comers of the document to determine ... what was clear on the face of the
document"); Royal Neighbors of Am. v. Bank of the Commonwealth, No. 77-1226,1979 U.S.
App. LEXIS 16940, at *1-*2 (6th Cir. Feb. 14, 1979); Toscano v. Embree, No. 05-4113, 2007
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 69327, at *16 (N.D. Cal. Sept. 19,2007) ("[Plaintiff] cannot create a triable
issue of fact by simply misrepresenting the contents of a document .... ") see also Scott v.
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Finally, a respondent does not avoid dismissal of an affirmative defense by showing a
material dispute as to the underlying violation. 3 Thus, the issue before the Commission is
whether, assuming the Board is otherwise liable, the state action defense will be available.

III.

THE TWO-PRONG MIDCAL STANDARD IS APPLICABLE TO A
FINANCIALLY-INTERESTED STATE BOARD
The anticompetitive conduct of private parties is exempt from the antitrust laws only if

both prongs of the Midcal test - clear articulation and active supervision - are satisfied.
Complaint Counsel's Summary Decision Memorandum explains that the Supreme Court
distinguishes public actors from private actors based upon the decision-making incentives of the
actor. A party that has, or represents those who have, a financial interest in the challenged
conduct is deemed to be a private actor. Applying this test, a financially interested state board is
properly considered to be a private actor, and the two-prong Midcal standard governs the
analysis.
In lieu of this test, the Board offers the simple assertion that a state agency is always a

public actor, and that the second prong of the Midcal test (active supervision) is not applicable.
The Board's position is based upon a footnote from the Hallie decision, reading: "In cases in
which the actor is a state agency, it is likely that active state supervision would also not be
required, although we do not here decide that issue." Town of Hallie v. City of Eau Claire, 471
U.S. 34, at 46 n.lO (1985). Complaint Counsel's Summary Decision Memorandum explains at
length that the Board misreads Footnote 10. As further developed below, the Board's

Harris, 550 U.S. 372, 380-81 (2007) (Supreme Court interpreting a video for purposes of
summary judgment).
3 Cmty. Communications Co. v. Boulder, 455 U.S. 40, 58 (1982); Cantor v. Detroit
Edison Co., 428 U.S. 579, 582 (1976).
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interpretation of Hallie, Footnote 10, and the corpus of Supreme Court decisions analyzing the
state action doctrine is wholly inadequate.
We may start with the trilogy of Supreme Court antitrust cases assessing whether
competing attorneys, acting through the vehicle of a state agency (the state bar), may
successfully invoke the state action defense. Where the state supreme court articulates a policy
to displace competition and supervises the implementation of this policy by the state bar, the
challenged restraint is exempt from antitrust liability. Hoover v. Ronwin, 466 U.S. 558, 568-69

(1984); Bates v. State Bar of Arizona, 433 U.S. 350, 362 (1977) ("[W]e deem it significant that
the state policy is so clearly and affirmatively expressed and the State's supervision is so
active."). In contrast, where the state bar is not supervised by the state supreme court or another
financially-disinterested state actor, the state action defense fails. Goldfarb v. Virginia State

Bar, 421 U.S. 773 (1975).
For present purposes, Goldfarb is particularly important because antitrust liability was
assessed against a state agency that, like the Board, is financially interested - attorneys
empowered to regulate attorneys. For state action purposes, the Court treated the State Bar as a
private actor and not as a public actor. Significantly, the Court supported its conclusion that
state agency status does not shield the State Bar from antitrust review by citing Gibson v.

Berryhill, 411 U.S. 564,578-79 (1973), which held that a state board composed of selfemployed optometrists violates due process by conducting hearings on whether to revoke the
licenses of competitors. See Goldfarb, 421 U.S. at 791. This reliance is instructive. Gibson
explicitly based its holding on the pecuniary interest of the board's members in excluding
competitors. This indicates that the Goldfarb Court was also focusing on financial interest and
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viewed it as the factor that rendered the state agency "private" for antitrust purposes. 4
The Board denies that the absence of active and independent supervision was relevant to
the Court's state action analysis in Goldfarb. This is plainly wrong. The Court indicated that the
State Bar's anticompetitive conduct would have been exempt if it had been compelled or perhaps
even approved by the Virginia Supreme Court.
Although the State Bar apparently has been granted the power to issue ethical
opinions, there is no indication in this record that the Virginia State Court
approves the opinions. Respondents' arguments, at most, constitute the
contention that their activities complemented the objective of the ethical codes.
In our view that is not state action for Sherman Act purposes. It is not enough
that, as the County Bar puts it, anticompetitive conduct is "prompted" by state
action; rather, anticompetitive activities must be compelled by direction of the
State acting as sovereign.

Goldfarb, 421 U.S. at 791.
Next, the Board suggests that active supervision is required only for really pernicious
conduct like price fixing agreements. Nothing in the Goldfarb opinion supports this conclusion.
The mechanics of required state oversight may depend upon the underlying conduct, but the
need for active supervision of private anticompetitive restraints is a constant. In any event, the
conduct at issue here, the naked exclusion of a class of low-cost competitors, is inherently
suspect and almost always hannful, much like price fixing. See In re Realcomp II, Ltd., No.
9320, 2009 F.T.C. LEXIS 206, at *28 (Oct. 30, 2009), appeal docketed, No. 09-4596 (6th Cir.
Dec. 31, 2009). The Board seeks special dispensation because it is the designated regulator of an
industry that affects public health. But the State Bar in Goldfarb was likewise responsible for

4 See Einer Elhauge, The Scope of Antitrust Process, 104 Harv. L. Rev. 668, 688 n.107
(1991). It does not matter whether the financial interest at issue is that of the agency's members,
as in Gibson v. Berryhill, or instead involves the interest of those who elect the members. See
Goldfarb, 421 U.S. at 791.
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regulating a critical industry, and it did not escape liability.
The Board correctly points out that the state action test applicable to private parties has
evolved since Goldfarb; however, that evolution does not effect the private/public dichotomy. In

Goldfarb, the Supreme Comt held that a state bar stands in the position of a private party when it
regulates attorney conduct. That is, the Court treated a financially-interested state agency as a
private actor, and applied the most searching level of scrutiny to that agency's state action
defense.
The Board misreads Continental Ore Co. v. Union Carbide & Carbon Corp., 370 U.S.
690 (1962), which also addresses the scope of immunity afforded a financially-interested
governmental agent. The Canadian government appointed a private company as administrator of
a wartime rationing program (to purchase and to allocate vanadium products to Canadian
industries). The firm was later accused of using its discretionary power to exclude a competing
processor of vanadium ore. The Supreme Court found Parker immunity inapplicable because
the restraint had not been approved by any "official within the structure of the Canadian
government." [d. at 706-07.
The Board argues that Continental Ore should be disregarded because the defendant was
the agent of the Canadian government, as opposed to an agent of a U.S. state. But this is not
what determined the outcome. What was relevant to the Court's analysis was that the
governmental agent was a private company that had a financial stake in the vanadium market,
and that no independent Canadian official approved of its efforts to monopolize the sale of
vanadium. See also United Mine Workers v. Pennington, 381 U.S. 657, 672 n.4 (1965)
(explaining that the administrator in Continental Ore "was not a public official"). Professor
Elhauge synthesizes Continental Ore and the Supreme Court decisions this way: "[W]hy some
-8-

official state agents are treated as private actors [becomes] readily explicable once one
understands antitrust as embracing the proposition that those with financial interests in
restraining competition cannot be trusted to determine which restraints are in the public
interest."s
With this as background, we reach Town of Hallie and Footnote 10. The decision
distinguishes between public and private actors by evaluating the financial incentives faced by
the actor - the methodology advocated by Complaint Counsel here. The Court holds that active
supervision by the state is generally not required where the actor is a municipality, for the reason
that a municipality lacks a financial incentive to further its own interests "rather than the
governmental interests of the State." Town of Hallie, 471 U.S. at 47. The Court does not
overrule Goldfarb. Instead, the Court distinguishes Goldfarb on the basis that, unlike the
municipality in Hallie, the state agency at issue there (the State Bar) was a "private party," and
as such "may be presumed to be acting primarily on his or its own behalf." [d. at 45. Active
supervision is required for the private, financially-interested party (the State Bar) that asserts the
state action defense, but not for the public actor (a municipality).
Thus, when the Court indicates on the following page of its opinion (in Footnote 10) that
a state agency is likely to be treated like a municipality (active supervision not required), the
Court logically cannot have in mind a financially-interested regulatory board of the type at issue
in Goldfarb. 6 The Board does not rebut this analysis, offering instead the unhelpful response that
"the exact meaning of the Hallie quote in regards to Goldfarb is unclear." Resp. Mem. at 13-14.

5

Elhauge, Antitrust Process, supra, at 683.

6 This is analyzed in greater detail in Complaint Counsel's Summary Decision
Memorandum at 20-22.
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The Supreme Court precedent establishes then that Midcal is the presumptive rule when a
market participant invokes the state action defense, even when the market participant is
simultaneously a government agent. Yet, the Board insists that a less demanding standard (the
Hallie standard) should apply to the Board. Although financially interested, the Board contends
that it should be trusted without supervision, and for the following reason: "[T]he state has
proactively assured that licensees put aside their private interests and enforce the dental practice
act for public purposes." Resp. Mem. at 29. The claim is that, during the few hours each month
that these members leave their dental offices and attend to Board business, they are indifferent to
their personal financial well-being; they care not for the interests of the dentists that have elected
them; they pursue only the common good. According to the Board, the state has turned marketcompetitors into disinterested regulators with these few simple steps:
The state has done so by requiring an oath of each Board member, requiring
initial and annual detailed financial disclosures to a state Ethics Commission,
limiting expenditures, prohibiting the use of funds for lobbying, and subjecting
the State Board as a state agency to all of the requirements that any other state
agency has, including the open meetings law, the Public Records Act, and the
Administrative Procedures Act. The State also requires that each state Board
member receive regular Ethics Act training.
[d.

Transparency, training, and admonitions are useful safeguards against corruption, but
there is no allegation here that the Board or its members are corrupt. State action analysis of
industry self-regulation is concerned with a different and more subtle set of dangers. "Good
government" constraints will not, and cannot, consistently convert market participants into the
neutral and unbiased regulators required under Supreme Court precedent. As Professors Areeda
and Hovenkamp conclude: "Without reasonable assurance that the [decision-making] body is far
more broadly based than the very persons who are to be regulated, outside supervision seems
-10-

required."7
The Board cites Withrow v. Larkin, 421 U.S. 35 (1975), for the proposition that Board
members, like judges, should be presumed to act with honesty and integrity. The Board fails to
point out that this presumption is overcome where, as here, the decisionmaker has a financial
interest in the controversy: "[V]arious situations have been identified in which experience
teaches that the probability of actual bias on the part of the judge or decisionmaker is too high to
be constitutionally tolerable. Among those cases are those in which the adjudicator has a
pecuniary interest in the outcome .... " Id. at 47. Significantly, there is no suggestion in
Withrow that the danger of bias is erased where the decisionmaker takes an oath of office or

receives regular ethics training.
Moreover, the Board does not address the issue of political responsibility highlighted in
Ticor. In the absence of actual supervision of particular anticompetitive conduct by a

disinterested state actor, the State's responsibility for anticompetitive outcomes is obscured. The
dentists have determined to eliminate non-dentist competitors; but the State has not been actively
involved. In this context, an oath of office and ethics training amount to no more than "casting
... a gauzy cloak of state involvement over what is essentially a private" arrangement.
CaLifornia Retail Liquor Dealers Ass'n v. MidcaL Aluminum, Inc., 445 U.S. 97, 106 (1980).
In sum, for antitrust purposes, not all governmental actors are equivalent. A state court is

not the same as the state bar. A department of public health is not the same as a dental board
whose members consist of and are selected by practicing dentists. Put simply, financial
incentives matter. See Withrow, 421 U.S. at 47; Hallie, 471 U.S. at 45. This critical distinction

7

Areeda & Hovenkamp, Antitrust Law, ~[ 227 at 208 (3d ed. 2006).
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REDACTED

REDACTED

do), and these customers and fees are potentially available to the dentists of North Carolina. 10
Even dentists who do not provide teeth whitening today may start to do so; they are potential
competitors. Elementary economics - and common sense - tell the Commission that the
exclusion of non-dentists may result in Board members and the Board's constituents obtaining
higher prices for teeth whitening and a greater volume of teeth whitening procedures.
What is Respondent's evidence that North Carolina dentists do not have a financial
interest in teeth whitening services? No probative evidence is cited in Respondent's
Memorandum, and no probative evidence is cited in Respondent's Statement of Material Facts.
Consider for example this testimony highlighted by Respondent: "I don't know of any dentist
that gets rich off of tooth whitening. General dentists don't derive the majority of their income
from whitening." That North Carolina dentists have many alternative revenue sources is not
probative. The significant and undisputed fact is that dentists in North Carolina, including
numerous Board members, earn money from teeth whitening. This evidence could lead a
rational fact-finder only to conclude that North Carolina dentists have a financial interest in the
challenged restraints.
It is not Complaint Counsel's contention that any Board member is corrupt. And we are

not obliged to show that any Board member is hostile to non-dentist teeth whitening because of

Even Respondent's own industry expert acknowledges that dentists may be tempted to
act for their own benefit rather than the patient with respect to teeth whitening. Tab 2 (CX0627)
("The biggest challenge in aesthetic dentistry is to maintain the ethics of the dental profession,
and to place patient care ahead of financial gain."); Tab 3 (CX0492-002 ("removal of products
that are available to the dentist could limit competitive marketing by removing adequate but less
costly materials. A market restricted to the dentist could result in increased patient costs.").
Even P&G, which typically is in a symbiotic relationship with dentists, explained to the FDA
that in light of the large body of literature demonstrating the safety of hydrogen peroxide use, an
ADA petition to require dentist supervision of teeth whitening must be "motivated primarily by
the commercial interests of ADA membership .... " Tab 4 (CX0496-002).
10
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his financial stake. The issue is whether the anticompetitive actions of Respondent are likely to
confer a financial benefit on Board members and/or its constituents. Given the fees actually and
potentially available to North Carolina dentists, these dentists, and ergo Respondent, have a
financial interest in the exclusion of non-dentists.

v.

THE BOARD'S STATE ACTION DEFENSE IS WITHOUT MERIT AND
SHOULD BE DISMISSED
A.

The State of North Carolina Has Not Clearly Articulated A Policy of
Permitting The Board To Exclude Non-Dentists

In applying the clear articulation prong of the MidcaL test, courts ask whether the specific
restraint that is challenged by the plaintiff has been clearly articulated and affirmatively
authorized as state policy. 11
North Carolina law is clear. Respondent is authorized to file suit in North Carolina
courts to enjoin the unauthorized practice of dentistry. Only the courts are empowered actually
to exclude persons engaged in unauthorized practice. Respondent does not dispute this. Resp.
Mem. at 28-29 (,,[B]efore anyone is restrained or enjoined from the illegal practice of dentistry,
they must have their day in court in the country in which they reside.").
Nevertheless, on at least 40 separate occasions, Respondent has issued to a non-dentist
teeth whitener a letter ordering the recipient to cease and desist. Most such orders carry a bold,
all capitalized heading: "NOTICE AND ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST" or "NOTICE

TO CEASE AND DESIST." These letters are in the record, and may be interpreted and relied
upon by the Commission. (See footnote 2, supra.) In any event, Respondent does not dispute

11 Patrick v. Burget, 486 U.S. 94, 101 (1988) ("[Tlhe state-action doctrine will shelter
only the particular anticompetitive acts of private parties that, in the judgment of the State,
actually further state regulatory policies."); Cantor, 428 U.S. at 594-95 n.31.
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that these documents are cease and desist orders issued by Respondent. 12
Respondent purports to find the required authority to issue cease and desist orders in the
Dental Act itself. Respondent argues that because (in its view) non-dentist teeth whitening
contravenes the Dental Act, and because Respondent is authorized "to enforce that statute," this
means that Respondent may order non-dentists to cease and desist. This is plainly wrong.
Respondent is not handed plenary or unlimited authority by the Dental Act. With regard to the
alleged unauthorized practice of dentistry, Respondent's authority is limited, definite, and
specific: Respondent may file lawsuits. The Legislature could not have intended or foreseen that
Respondent would issue cease and desist orders - as this entails Respondent ignoring the clear
language of the Dental Act, usurping the authority expressly granted to the judiciary, and taking
the law into its own hands.
Respondent's Memorandum lists, without explanation, several other provisions of the
Dental Act (Resp. Mem. at 36 & nn.27-30). These provisions do not remotely relate to cease
and desist powers, or to the exclusion by Respondent of unauthorized practitioners.
B.

The State of North Carolina Does Not Actively Supervise The Exclusionary
Conduct Engaged In By The Board

In applying the active supervision prong of the Midcal test, courts ask whether the

specific restraint that is challenged by the plaintiff (e. g., the issuance of cease and desist orders)
is supervised by the state. State officials must "have and exercise power to review particular

Resp. Mem. at 36 (Board documents "merely orders people to stop violating the law");
Resp. Material Facts 9[ 55 (Respondent does not dispute that "The Board has sent at least 40
cease and desist orders to non-dentist teeth whiteners."); Resp. Material Facts 9[ 60 (Respondent
does not dispute that "[c]ontemporaneous emails, letters, and reports drafted by Board members
and Board staff confirm that the documents sent were cease and desist orders.").
12
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anti competitive acts of private parties and disapprove those that fail to accord with state policy."

Patrick, 486 U.S. at 101. Respondent makes no serious effort to demonstrate its compliance
therewith.
Again, the Legislature intended that the state courts supervise efforts by Respondent to
exclude non-dentist providers. But Respondent's cease and desist orders circumvent this
procedure. Thus, Respondent, by its own action, ensures that there is no supervision by the
State.
One finds in Respondent's Memorandum references to instances of state review of
Board conduct, after the fact, by state entities separate from the courts. A committee of the
Legislature monitors state boards generally.13 A state Ethics Commission reviews financial
disclosures. A Board member that violates (unspecified) ethics obligations may be removed
from office or prosecuted criminally.14 But no state entity supervises the issuance of cease and
desist letters or the other exclusionary conduct of Respondent that is at issue in this litigation.
Post hoc review is insufficient, and post hoc review of conduct unrelated to the Complaint is
meaningless.

13 Resp. Mem at 29.
14 Resp. Mem. at 29.
-16-

VI.

CONCLUSION
The Commission should enter an order dismissing Respondent’s state action defense.

Respectfully submitted,

s/ Richard B. Dagen
Richard B. Dagen
601 New Jersey Ave, NW
Washington, D.C.
(202) 326-2628
rdagen@ftc.gov
Counsel Supporting Complaint

December 28, 2010
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DECLARATION OF RICHARD B. DAGEN
1.

I have personal knowledge of the facts set forth in this declaration, and if called as a
witness I could and would testify competently under oath to such facts.

2.

I am an attorney at the Federal Trade Commission and counsel supporting the Complaint
in these proceedings. Attached to this declaration are the exhibits submitted in support of
Complaint Counsel’s Response to Respondent’s Motion to Dismiss.

3.

Tab 1 is a true and correct copy of excerpts from CX0513,
REDACTED

REDACTED
dated September

2008, pages 1 to 7, 30.
4.

Tab 2 is a true and correct copy of an article from the Dental Tribune titled “Interview
with Prof. Van B. Haywood, USA, about bleaching sensitivity” dated December 17,
2010.

5.

Tab 3 is a true and correct copy of an article by Dr. Van Haywood titled “The Food and
Drug Administration and its influence on home bleaching.”

6.

Tab 4 is a true and correct copy of CX0652, the public version of a letter to Margaret
Hamburg, M.D., Commissioner, U.S. Food and Drug Administration from W. Greg
Collier, Ph.D. of The Proctor & Gamble Company dated April 28, 2010.

I declare under the penalty of perjury that foregoing is true and correct. Executed this 28th day
of December, 2010, at Washington, D.C.

s/ Richard B. Dagen
Richard B. Dagen
Counsel Supporting Complaint
601 New Jersey Ave., NW
Washington, D.C.
(202) 326-2628
(202) 326-3496 Facsimile
rdagen@ftc.gov
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TAB 1

TAB 2

Interview with Prof. Van B. Haywood, USA, about bleaching sensitivity I Dental Tribune ... Page 1 of2
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I

-
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DE\TAL TRIHt\E
1,. '\ ". "-'''' ,--..".'C ....

Prof. VIi\rl B . Haywood

M ay 28,:2009 I USA

Interview with Prof. Van B. Haywood, USA, about
bleaching sensitivity
by Claudia Salwiczek. D11

Dr Van B. Haywood's a Profaner In the Department of Oral Rehabilitation In the School of Oent1.try at the
Medical College of Georgia. In 1989, Dr Haywood and Prof. Harald Heymann co-authored the first article In
the wortd on nlghtguartJ vital bleaching (NGW). He hal completed over 90 publications on the NGVB
technique and the topic of bleaching and aesthetics, Including the flrst papers on treatment of bleaching
HnalUvlty wtth potassium nttrate, direct themlop, •• tlc tray fabrication, extended treatment of tetracycline
stained t&eth . and primary teeth bleaching. Dent.' Tribune Editor Claudia Salwlczak spoke with Or
Haywood about bleaching senalttvlty.

Cleudla Salwlczek: Tooth sensltJvtty Is the single most slgnlflcant
RELATED ARTICLES
deterrent to the very popular dental bleaching. How wet! do we
understand this condttion?
The basics of dentine
Prof. Haywood: Tooth sensitivIty is the most common side eff&ct of
hypersensttivity
bleaching. Whereas all of the typical causes of dentine hypersensltlvity
generally involve the hydrodynamic theory of fluid flow , the sensitivity
associated with bleaching seems to have a different ongin . In bJeaching situations , the teeth may be In an excellent
condition, with no cracks, exposed denilne, or deep restoralions, but following a few days of bleaching. the looth
may experience severe senslUvity. This seems to be related to the easy passage of hydrogen peroxIde and urea
through the Intact enamel and dentine In the interstitial spaces into the pulp within 5 to 15 minutes. The tooth is a
semi-permeable membrane that is quite open to molecules of a certain size. Once It Is understood how easily the
peroxide penetrates the tooth , the resultant pulpal response of sensltivtty may be considered a reversible pulpitis.

Sensttivtty 8voidance and troatment involves pot8ssium nitrate in

a variety of delivery vehicles and t&Chniques.

http://www.dental-tribune.com/articles/contentJidJ406

12117/2010
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Interview with Prof. Van B. Haywood, USA, about bleaching sensitivity I Dental Tribune ... Page 2 of2

Can bleaching sensitivity cause damage In the long term?
Although penetration of peroxide through the tooth to the pulp can produce sensitivity, the pulp remains healthy
and the sensitivity is completely reversible when treatment is lenninated. No long-Ienn sequelae remain after the
sensitivity has abated.
Research has shown that patients have tooth sensitivity even when USillg nonwbleaching agent in a tray, or just
wearlng a tray alone . Hence. it Is not possible to have all patients be sensllivrty free because of the mechanical
forces 01 (he materials and occlusion , and some plans must be made 10 address potential problems .

How can bloachlng sensitivity be prevented?
Reliable methods for complete prevention have not yet been established . However, e history of sensitive teeth and
the patient's response during examinatiOn can be reasonable predictors. The tooth's response to bfeaching is
individualistic <1nd can only be determined by starting treatment. Most reports of sensitivity occur within the first two
weeks . Often, these report a single day of sensItivity, follo'Ned by no problems the next day.
Because tooth sensitivity malmy depends on inherent patient sensitivity, frequency of application and concentration
of the material, a history of sensitivity should be determined during examination . Existing sensitivity can be
determined from the preoperative exam by sim~e methods of explorer contact with areas on the teeth o r air blown
on the teeth.
Patients must be counselled on the frequency of application and the appropriate concentration of bleaching agent
They need to be aware that appUcations more than once a day or higher concentrations of bleaching agent can
increase the liker,hood of sensitivity. Patients with pre~ eJ(isting tooth sensitivity must be cautioned that increased
sensitivity, albeit transitory, may occur and that management of the sensitivity may require a longer time span for
bleaching as a result of the additional lime 10 treal the sensltMty.

What trnatment obJeeUv •• are available?
No bleaching treatment should be initiated without a proper dental examination, which generally !ncludes
radiographs and determines a diagnosis for the cause of the discoiouratloo. The examination should include an
explanation to the patient of all their treatment options, consideting existing restoratJans--whlch will not bleachand other aesthetic needs. II should be noted that there are several causes of dlscoHJuration (abscessed teeth,
caries, Internal or external resorption) for which bleaching will mask the indication of pathology but not resolve the
problem . Other treatments will be required before Of Instead at bleaching .
SensilMty may be treated actively or passivety, but at-home treatment is most favourable. Passive treatment
invoNes reducing the frequency of application or the duration of treatment, or intelTupting continuous application.
Actlve treatment involves using a material with potassium nitrate in the product, applying potassium nitrate Instead
of bleaching matertal In the tray for 10 to 30 minutes when needed, and pre- brushing with potassium nitrate
toothpaste for two weeks before bleaching initiation. Wearing the tray alone or with potassium nitrate before
bleaching can also minimise patients' perceived pain responses.

How effective are the de,ensltlslng toothpastes available on the mari<et. and how do they work?
setf~appHed approach to treating sensitive teeth is the use of
desensitising toothpastes. which contain potasslum salts (nitrate or chloride) . Potassium Ions pass easlty through
the enamel and dentine to the pulp in a maHer of minutes . Potassium Is believed to act by interfering with the
transmission of the stimuli , by dep<:llalising the nerve slJrrounding the odontoblast process. Most po1assium-base
desensUising toothpastes also contain fluoride for cavity protection , and some offer an array of flavours and the
whitening, tartar-cootrol, and baking soda benefits found In most regular toothpastes.

The most common, professIonally endorsed.

In clinical trials, the desensltlslng effect of brushing with anti-sensitivity toothpaste generally takes about two weeks
of applicatJon twice per day to show reduction tn sensitivity, and greater effect develops with continued use . The
patient should be advised In accordance with the manufacturer's instructions, typically to be applied by brushing
twice daily as a part of the regular oral hygiene regime .

What Is your recommendation to d6nUsta performing bleaching procedure.?
The biggest challenge In aesthetic dentistry is to maintain the ethks of the dental profeSSion, and to ptace palient
care ahead of financial gain . Patients should be presented with all options for treatment, including the costlbenefH
ratio and the riskibenefit ratio, based on research where possible. Conservative treatment that preserves enamel
and tooth structure is always preferred. My credo, which has worked well for me AND my patients In the past, Is:
YDo unto others as you would have them do unlo you :

Thank you very much for tho Interview.
Editorial note: For more infotmation on sensitivity plosse read P8shley ON. Tay FR, Haywood VB. Collins MA,
Driska CL: Dentin Hypersensitivity: Consensus-Bss8d Recommandations for the Diagnosis & Man£Jg6ment of
Dentin Hypersensitivity. Inside Dentistry, October 2008, Volume 4, Number 9 (Specisllssue)

bad< to overviev.o

Send to a friend

Print this site
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TAB 3
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The Food and Drug Administration
and its influence on home bleaching

•

Van B. Haywood, DMD
School of Dentistry, University of North Caroli na, Chapel Hi ll, North Carolina, USA
The era of bleaching vital teelh has captured the allention of the denial
profession, Ihe public, the media, and Ihe government. This method,
using a custom-fitted mouthguard and a carbamide peroxide solution,
is known as home bleaching, matrix bleaching, nighlguard vilal

bleaching, passive bleaching, and dentist-prescribed-home-applied
bleaching_ Recent aclion of Ihe US Food and Drug Administration

and continued research and clinkal experience in

th~

area have

provided favorab le and unfavorable information about the variations

ce~

of the technique. This article discusses these variations, with the
general conclusion that Ihe technique of vit<lllooth bleaching, when
administered by a dentist using a custom· fitted mouthguard, is as safe
as many other routienely performed denta l procedures.
Current Opinion in Cosmetic Dentistry 1993:12-16

'''9

~~;o

lin

,tist]
sia

.he

TIlis anicle reviews the phst year's lit~rJ.ture concerning
vilal teeth bleaching lIsing the technique of a customfitted mouthguard and a carbamide peroxide solution.
The article also commcnlS on the actions [<Iken by the
US Food and Drug Adminislralion (FDA) regarding vital teeth bleaching.
Many terms have been used to describe this bleaching technique, e.g, mouthgu:ml vital bleaching, matrix bleaching, home bleaching, passive bleaching,
and dentist-prescribed-home-applied bleaching. These
terms describe a tre:ument supervised by the dentist whereby a 10% carbamide peroxide solution is
p laced into a custom-fitted mouthguard and is worn
home by the patient. However, many varialions and
improvements on the original technique have been
made. Some of the variations include techniques not
meant to be prescribed or administered by the dentist,
but whis:h should rather be performed entirely by the
consumer. These consumer techniques are referred to
as over-the-counter systems, but sometimes arc called
home bleaching systems. 11lese over-the-counter products are sold directly (0 the consumer in retail stores
and through advertisements. The availability of these
over-the-counter productS, which are sold directly to
the public, has recently involved the FDA, whose role
is (0 protect the consumer. The FDA has no connection
with each state's dental practice act; thus its actions do
not restrict dentists from providing this bleaching service to their patients. However, FDA actions will be reflected in the p:uienlS's perceptions of ava ilable treatmen! optiOns in dental prnctice {I-I.

History of home bleaching
TIle mouthguard vital-bleaching technique was formally introduced to the dental profeSSion in 198912-41.
The popularity and variations of this technique progressed so rapidly dlat product claims often exceeded
the proof of research o r clinical experience. tn addition 10 the treatment offered by the dentist, many product VOlriations were marketed directly to the consumer.
TIle American Dental Associ.:nion (ADA) was deluged
with questions of safety and efficacy, approval of productS, and long-term outcomes. Product adveniscmenlS
appea red not only in dental journals bUI also in mag3zincs, retail stores, and on television. The ADA deferred some of the questions to the FDA lSI. The FDA
ruled in November 1991 that the use of carbamide peroxide in the form advocated for home bleaching constituted a new drug use, and hence was subject to the
new drug approval process 16J. In ilS ruling, the FDA
included aU vital bleaching products except for the inoffice. 35% hydrogen peroxide bleaching technique.
TIle FDA did not make a distinction between the 10%
carbamide or hydrogen peroxide materials prescribed
by a dentist o r those materials that were available directJy to the consumer (7). The in-office, 35% hydrogen peroxide technique has never been approved by
the FDA; tJlis is true for many trealmenlS used by dentislS. The FDA considered 35% hydrogen peroxide to
be "grandfathered~ from ilS long use in the dental office and was not aware Ih;ll any manufacturer sold tJ\is
chemical with claims for teeth bleaching (FDA, Per-
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The food and Drug Administration and its influence on home bleaching Haywood
sonal communication). Recent literature has shown the
history of the mouthguard vital-bleaching technique to
date to the lale 19605; the knowledge of its effects d:Hes
10 the lale 18005. Hence, the mouthguard vital-bleachIng technique also has somc history of successful use
e:ulier th::tn ils formal imroduclion in 1989 [S··1.

•,
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The FDA ruled that within 15 days from the receipt
of the FDA notice, any manufaclUrer selling a material
with claims to bleach teeth must submit information or
evidence demonstrating the safety and efficacy of the
material (91. This aClion forced many small manufaclurers fO face closure because Ihey lacked Ihe resources 10
deOlonstrale safety and efficacy. In some instances, Ihe
removal of a product could be beneficial, based on the
inferior qualiry of the product, the lack of efficacy, or
the queslionable safery. TIlere have been many concerns about the efficacy of the over-the-counter kits,
;:anu lhe potential for harm from overuse of an acidic
product with no efficacy [8--]. In other instances, removal of products that are available to the dentisl could
limit competilive marketing by removingadequale but
less costly materials. A restricted market to the denlist could result in increased palien! costs. In all insta nces the FDA action raised public concern about
the denlist-prescribed metho.d of tooth bleaching, and
forced manufaclUrc-,ito examine whether their products could meet the new drug standards. The new drug
approval process is le ngthy and COSIly, bu.t certainly impo nant when necessary. However, whether that process is necessary for 10% carbamide peroxide as used
in the c ustom-fine d mouthguard is not dear_
Table 1. Product options for home bleaching

!r:

,d

Only denlist can directly obtain a material from the
manufacturer.
Dentist or patient can ·obtain a material over the
counter that can be used for bleaching using Ihe proper
application technique (the manufacturer makes no claim
that proouct will bleach teeth).
Patient can obtain a male rial over the counler thai is
also sold directly to the dentist.
Patient can obtain a bleaching kit over the counter.
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The FDA's decision that home-bleaching agents should
be classified as new drugs is based on the contention
Ihal the bleaching process causes a slructural change
in lhe 100th (a part of the body), and hence, the marerial should be classified as a drug. The manufacrurers contend that there is no change in strudurc, only
in color, and hence, the material is a cosmetic. At this
time, no explicit research demonstrates which pan ion
of the tooth changes color, and whelher this change is
strudural 110-) or merely a change in a "color-ce n(er~
that does not alter the structural properties ofthe tooth
ttll. TIlcre has been some controversy about whelher
dentin is bleached 1121. Hence, a clear ruling in this area
cannot be made.
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Table 2. Delivery techniques .for home bleaching
The denli~1 fabricates a cmtom, vacuum·formed tray from
a slone cast of the patient's mouth.
The dentist fabricates a boil and form tray in Ihe
palienl's moulh or on a stone casl.
The patient fabricates a boil and form tray in his or her
mouth at home.
The patient uses a three-step kit technique, whereby the
active agent is applied with a cotton swab at home.

A preliminary injunction against the FDA ruling thaI is
pe nding by one of the manufaclUrers of a bleaching
product, as well as safery and efficacy data that have
been presenrcd to the FDA by several companies, have
prompted Ihe FDA (0 reconsider its initial position. According to one company, ~the FDA is presently reviewing its position on Ihe proper classification of these
products, and it has notified the manufaclUrer (hat il
will do nothing to imerfere with the continued manufacture and sale of bleaching products, or their use by
patients under the dentisl's supelVision~ 1131. 111is new
pOSition taken by the FDA seems to apply to all related
bleaching materials at this time. In addition to the action taken by the FDA, several manufacturing companies own patents on various aspects of the bleaching
p rocess. The validity o f these patents is also in contention among companies. It .is unknown what effect
these patents will have on future care delivery for dental patients.
In the dentist's interaction with Ihe ADA, (he FDA, and
the public, the determination of the proper name for
the material and procedure is still a source of confusion. The first article on the technique described lhe
use of a custom·fined mouthguard fabricated by the
dentist who prescribed a material (Proxigel; Reed &
Carnrick, Piscataway, NJ) that was available over the
counter.[S-·1. However, the technique in Ihe ankle is a
dentist-prescribed-home-:applied technique. Although
the material cited in the original article had been available over the counter for inU"aoral use for almost 20
years, the dentist-prescribed-home-applied bleaching
technique has not been equated with the over-thecounter kits now being sold in stores and on television. 11lis question of correct terminology is further
confused because some dental manufacturing companies sell their products directly to the dentist and market the products directly to the consumer. TIle various
praduci purchase options for home bleaching maleria ls are shown in Table 1. Additionally, various application techniques are available to the dentist and the patient (Table 2). The various combinations of materials
anu application methods create much confusion about
which technique is meant by the term ~ho me bleaching." This understanding is crucial (0 any discussion
because certain materials and techniques are well researched, whereas others are merely conjecture. There
are many reasons why the best treatment option still
seems to be the use of dentist-prescribed materials in

i
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a custom-fitted mouthguard (Tables 3 a nd 4). The only
disadvantage of the dentist-prescribed method using a
custom-fitted moulhguard is the increased cost [ 0 the
patient because of the number of appointments a nd the
time involved fo r each visit. However, the advantages
shown seem to far outweigh the disadvantages when
Ihe fee (or the service is appropriate.
Table 3.

Re~sons

for

denli~-supervised

bleaching

Correct diagnosis of discoloration must be made before
treatment.
inapprO(>fi.lte treatment is not initialed o n condi tions
that require different treatment, such as caries,
abscessed teeth, and internal resorption.
Appropriate treatment is not de layed for actual conditions
while inappropriate bleaching 15 being performed.
Baseline slatus of oral conditions is recorded by a
plOfessional for future reference.
Radiographs can be taken to determine pulpal status and
potential for poor outcome due 10 pulp chamber size
discrepancy.
Professional determination of any lesion is mad~ during
tn!atment. l esions could be a result of treatment, or
could be a sign of a different problem occurring during
the treatment lime but unrelated to treatment.
The dentist can manage side e ffects as they occur, and
recognize their relation to the treatment regimen or
the need for a new mouthgua rd style.
More poient o r highly viscous materials are available to
the dentist. This material is retained in the mouth-gua rd tnOfe efficiently, espcci<lliy when tissue contact
is a concern.
The dentist is familiar with the potential for success,
and the determination of unsuccessful outcomes.
The dentist can easily identify existing restorative
materials, and the possible ne«I for replacement. should
the technique be successful. Often the cost involved
with the replacement of composites or crowns is a
contraindication for bleaching, even though the teeth
would respond quite well. The fee for the .service must
be weighed against other services that would be
requi red after treatment.

Effects of the Food and Drug
Administration action
Although the initial action taken by the FDA appeared
to be negative for patients and dentislS, there h3ve
been some positive effects. The questions r3ised by
the FDA on bleaching have Involved the priva te denlist in a new a nd exciting way. In seeking answers to
these questions, more dentists 3re reading published
Jaboralory and clinical rese3rch materials. In doing so,
those dentist have been reminded that all I:lborJtory
research does not easily translate directly to the clinical environment. Dentists also have had to distinguish
between the products with good research reports, a nd
the products whose daims may be 3 good-sounding
but unproved application of the material o r technique
114J. 111is learning process 3lso has demonstrated the

importance of differentiating berween the diffe rent ffi:J.terials and techniques when used together, rather than
considering only the m:J.lerial without the 3ppropriate
application technique. The emergence of the controve rsy w ith this technique has reinforced the need for
good research to s upport priv3te practice, and the need
for the general dentist to be the continual learne r_
The controversy about bleaching has occurred in what
is a new era for the ADA, Along with the tremendous
public interest and controversy involving amalgam and
fluo ride, bleaching also has b rought the ADA leaders
into 3 f3st-p3ced public arena. The public's questio ns
ha\'e demonstrated to 311 d entists the importance of
having a professional o rganization, and making that organization available· to speak to the press and the public 3bout dentistry. ·T he questions that have been r3ised
demonstrate the need for individuals in a profession
to be members of a common o rganization, a nd for the
professional organization to use a forum to discuss policy 3nd to make decisions other than through the local
newspapers and press releases. The continuing challe nge for the ADA is to be' ready to speak dynamically
for the p rofession from a defensible position, and to
become accustomed to being even more in th e public
eye in a pro-active way.
Table 4_ Reasons for a d entist-inserted vacuum-fonned
OlOuthguard
An appropriate fi t of the !T1Ol1lhguard c an be determined
to minimize side effects due to tissue or tooth irritation from an ill-fining mouthguard.
A thinner, more comfortable mouthguard may be constructed to ensure the necessary duralion of wear required fOf success of treatment.
The patient is not subjected to Ihe dangers of selffabrication of moothguard using boil ing wa ter.
The dentist can fabricate a custom-fitted mouthguard
that does not cover tissue, should Ihe tissue warrant it.
Adapta tion of a custom-fitted mouthguard minimizes the
amoun t of materia l used, and ensures the position of
the material in desirable locations.
The dentist can adj ust the occlusion on the mouthgua rd
to minimize any potential temporomandibula r joint.
problems.

In the research community, the FDA requirement tlllt
manufacturers submit safety and efficacy information
has highlighted a new area for research, and has
increased tile motivation for funding from industrill
sources, The questions raised by tile FDA and the public have shown the imponance of good labor:Hory and
clinical research, and the responSibility of the average
dentist 10 relate to those 3ceas. The need and opper(Unity for research fundi ng from,industri3i sources at a
time when National Institutes of He31th funding is difficult to receive has been emphasized. Manufacturers
must 3lter past actions and act 3S independe nt funding sources in the future to be credible among the

Material may be protected by copyright law (Title 17, U.S.
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The food and Drug Administration and its influence on home bleaching Haywood

search communi[), and prncticing dentists. The rcre Itant data then must be published in peer-reviewed
~ loals, rather than in advertisements. The need for
~id information in an ever-changing dental world
~eJUonstr.ttes the imponance of limely research meet'01'1 5 to share scienlific knowledge. These meetings inElude rhe American Association for Dental Research,
~c: International Association for Dental Research, and
\'200us ADA symposia. Also, the practicing dentist a.s
~'I:I\ as the manufacturer need to be aware of each SCIentific forum and its strengths and weaknesses. For ex:u l1 plc, ;l.bstracts are not refereed to the extent of a published paper, so they should not be given the same
~'cight of credibility. However, abstracts can indicate
the future knowledge that may be available in 1 to 2
p::us, pose questions, and share research protocols_
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Literature review
Clinical studies
I
In a well-done double-blind cl inical study, 37 patients
..'ere studied for 6 weeks. The study determined that
IQI-& carbamide peroxide, applied_under professional
~lIpervision in :I. C!l_sl,?Q1-fabricated . tray for 24 hours
(In 1- to 2-bour inte~ ls per day) was an effective
agent fo r whitening vital teeth 115" J. Adverse effects
to teeth and soft tissue were minimal and reversible in
the study. An extensive survey of 7617 dent ists in the
United States, canada, and Scandinavia showed that
more th:1n 90% used cubamide peroxide formulatiOns,
and more than 50% of diose used a brand sold to denlists only 116" J. Of the respondems, 90% perceived palient satisfaction as good to excellent and 34%of the re!i.pondt:nts reported seeing no postuse problems_ When
proiJlems were present, gingival irritation and tooth
sensitivity were the most common. In the more than 2
ye:1rs since the concept was introduced, most treated
tceth have not required reblcaching. Eighty-nine perc~nt of the patients considered home bleaching a successfu l technique, p refernbJe to in-office tooth bleaching procedures, and morc than 90% indicated a desire
10 colllinue using the method as a routine procedure.
This report continues to ((.'COmmend the purchase of
products from established dental companies and the
;Jdministr:J.tion and supervision of home tooth-bleaching products by dentists. TIlis report also questions the
ullsUbstantiated overstatement of dangers by some authors who compare the reponed possible effects of
1!)1t carbamide peroxide with research published on
the effects of 30% hydrogen peroxide on the teeth,
According to this paper, the current need is for: cliniC"llly relevant biocompatibiliry studies and measures
that stipulate dentist supervision and administration of
products, Other clinical studies demonstrate the effectiveness of this type of bleaching (17,18J. Longevity is
still undefined U9,20J. No detrimental effects on the
gingiva were noted with daily application times of up
to 2 hours for 6 weeks 1211. This finding may be re-
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lated to the. increase in salivary pH on insertion of the
mouthguard (22).
l..:lboratory studies demonslr.lted that there is an immediate reduction in the bond strength of composite-toetched enamel if the enamel is bleached before insertion 123-). 1111S reduction is transient, and can be re~
solved by either waiting more than a day before etching and bonding, or by roughening the surface of the
enamel before etching and bonding 124-J. The reduction is attributed to residual peroxide at the surf3ce,
which inhibits the set of the composite. Severnl abstracts also demonstrated this fact (25-27J.
Laboratory studies on composite showed some softening with cenain br:mds of carbamide peroxide, but proposed that this softening may be no worse than that
caused by food (28-J. However, it may be prudent to
Inform patients of the potential for the aging of the ir
composites. Another abstract suggested that bleaching
with peroxide increased the strength of the composite owing to continuing surfacc polymerization from
the peroxide decomposition (29J. In a class V study on
compoSites, it was determined that although there was
no leakage in the enamel-composite junction, there
was more leakage at the cementum-composite junction in the bleached tecth than demonstrated in control
subjects for some composite materials (Prisma A.P.B;
Caulk Dentsply, Milford, DE) but not for other materials (Silux Plus; 3M Dental Products, 51. Paul, MN) 130-).
It was unclear .whether the effect was in the tooth structure, the dentin bonding agent, the smear layer, or thc
resin.
One laboratory study evaluated the effects of different
types of bleaching agents on enamel, including some
of the true over-the-counter products [311. The results
varied between teeth, but showed some surface alterations. The effects of the various acidic prerinses for
some of the materials was nOI distinguished from the
bleaching effects. Further study is requested by the author. Another laboratory study demonstrated the cy~
totoxicity of 10% carbamide peroxide, and postulated
why this finding may not be significant clinically 132J.
The article also discusses the many other cytotoxic dental materials that are routinely used.

Application techniques
Some articles presented unique application techniques,
such as bleaching a single tooth using a polycarbonate
crown former as the matrix (331, or combining bleaching with microabrasion (34). Another article demonstrated the techniques for single-tooth bleaching, both
when the color of the adjacent teeth is to be maintained
and when the adjacent teeth arc to be lightened [S" J.
'nIis article also enumcr:lted the mnny applications for
the restorative dentist, including extending the life of
the existing prosthesis when the adjacent teeth have
discolored, improving the preoperative shade of natural teeth before placement of the prosthesis, harmonizing the postoperative shade between the prosthesis
and the natural dentition, and bleaching nonvital teeth
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that have previously been internally bleached but are
now restored.
TabI~

S. S)'5lem5 for ir.-offla ble.achitl8·
Manufadurer
and location

Type of syslem
Conventional 35% bleaching
liquid for use with rubber
dam and heat or light
activation
Regular 35% hydrogen peroxide
bleaching gel for use with
rubber d~m
FeUt 35% hydrogen peroxide
bleaching gt:!1 fOf use with
rubber clam a nd composite
curing light activation
Thirty·five percent carbamide
(approximately 10% hydrogen
peroxide) for usc with paint·
on rubber dam

Superoxol, Union
Broach, York, PA
Slarbrite labs, Murray,

UT
Hi lite, Shofu, Dental
Corp., Menlo Park, CA
Quick.SI3rt, Den·Mal
Corp., Santa MonicOl,

eA

,

'None of these systems havc been affected by the Food
and Drug Administration action, nor arc they approved by
the Food and Drug AdmInistration

Opinions and overviews
Most of the ankles published during this time frame
were opinions of the process, or overviews o f the
materials and techniques available for use. Opinions
ranged from not belicving that vital teeth bleaching
was effC(:tive [3SJ to endorsing it for the profession
136·,37·,38u l. Good d:na have now been collected
from many dentists, and the consensus of the data is
that the bleaching is effective in 90% of the situations,
with minimal side effects, and is an accepted dental
Ireatment when supervised by a dentist [8",36-,391.
The ADA demonstrated such a technique in a televi·
sion progrnm about tooth whiteners (TOOth Whiteners
and Public Health Dentistry and Prevention, Dentistry
Update, August 16, 1992, Lifetime Medical Television).
Some of the best sununaries of current research and
knowledge in the area of bleaching may be found in
some of these position articles or replies to concerns
(40-,41,42-,43-451. Information concerning patient inslructions and appointment scheduling is also included
146].

In-office bleaching advances
Action takcn by the FDA has also driven manufacturers
to develop more materials that would be suitable for
in-office blcaching techniques (Table 5). These materials also satisfy the palient who is not interested or inclined to wear the mouthguard for an extended period
or time, and also benefit certa in single·tooth situations.

There are also instances when tlle combination of the:
in-office and home bleaching is more benefici:l1 than
either of the two alone 18",47J. Etching with phosphoric acid before bleaching the teeth does not seem to
be necessary for In-office blL'":lching effectiveness, although some of the manufacturers still include this in
their instructions 1481.
TIle interest in bleaching has Inspired manufacturers to
introduce systems with more conventional methods of
activ:l.Iion (composite curing !igh!), or systems that do
not require heat or light activation. Research has not
been done at this time on whether a particular sys{em is beuer, faster, or more effective in these areas.
However, the system activaled by a composite curing
light (Hi I.ilei Shoru Dental Corp, "'"enlo Park, CA) is
very promising [49-J. lllis system requires the usc of
a rubber dam, but the time needed for the peroxide
to oxidize with the light is relatively short (3 minutes).
Use of this system is indicated when there may be a
single dark tooth from excess secondary denlin, canine tceth th:n are darker than the remaining dentition,
and in some cases of tetraCycline banding. When multiple teetll are bleached, the use of the light has little
advantage. Because the material will chemically oxidize in 8 minutes. it may be used in the same manner as other gel materials (Starbritei Stardent laboratories, Murrny, un. Hi Lite may he especially useful on
nonvilal teeth. The root portion of the tooth is sealed
from the pulp chamber as in the walking bleach technique. Then the material may be placed on the internal
and external aspects of the tooth and may be activated
with the composite curing light for several applications
at one appointment. With this system, and with conventional composite materials, the dentist must ensure
that the composite curing light is operating al sufficient
strength. Ahny testing devices arc available to the private practitioner for this evaluation. The light tip must
not contact the solution during the bleaching.
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Conclusions

7.

The hallmark of a profession is that it regulates itself.
The action of thc FDA was a way to regulate the manufacturer, because the FDA is concerned with claims by
manufacturers about products sold directly [0 the consumer. The FDA is not involved with the Dent..d Practice Act, but its actions have an indirect effect on the
pr3cticing dentist who offers the home-bleaching service to patients.

o.

The action and impact of the fDA highlights the need
for better communication amorg the research commu·
nity and the private practitioner, the academic institutions and [he ADA, the ADA and its constituents, the
profession and the public, and the manufacturers and
the materials researchers. Although laboratory resultS
are an important first step, clinical trials ultimately tell
the tale.
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In .':>pile of the concerns raised by the FDA. the technique of bleaching vital teeth using 10% C'.lrOOmide per-

oxide in a custom-fitted mouthguard supervised by a
dentist still seems (0 be a reasonable treatment aplion for the dentist. However, this treatment should rem;'!in as a professioqally administered selVice, ..uher
Ih;1O being performed unsupervised. Dentists and manuf:lClurers should strive to keep the fce for the ser-

vice as cost-effective as possible, while still ma intaining the proper examinat ion and best management ror
,be p:lIient. M:lnuracturers should maintain the proper
:nllOtint o f unbiased research to suppon their daims.
The ADA should continue to seek ways to efTectivc\y
communicalt: among the difTerent components or the
tn:muracturer, dentist, patient, public, and government
relationship.
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Procter&Gamble
The Procter &: Gambit' CQmptl/l)'

Mason Businel".l" Center
f\ ? t;
8700 MllSOn-Monlgomery Road, Mason, Ohio 45040-9462

(l

,.
April 28. 20 10

Margre[ Hamburg, M D
Commissioner US Food and Drug Administration
Divisio n of DocumenlS Management
Food and Drug Administration
Department of Health and Human Services
5630 Fishers Lane, Rm 1061
Rockville. M D 20852

RE: Procter & Gamble's Comments on the November 20'\ 2009 American Dental
Association 's Citizen Petition, Regulatory Treatment of Tooth Whitening Preparations
Dear Commissio ner Hamburg,
In accordance with 2 1 C FR § 1O.30(d), The Procter & Gamble Company (P&G) respectfully
submits mefollowing comments for your consideration regarding the American Dental
Association (ADA) Citizen' s Petition (ADA Petition) filed on November 20111 , 2009 whic h
req uested that the FDA review and establish appropriate regulatory c lassification of tooth
whitening preparations.
P&G disagrees with the assertions in the ADA Pelition that al l direct-to-consumer tooth
whitening products that act by che mical means to lighte n tooth color are easily over-used and
ab used , and thatlhe manufacturers o f s uch products must conduct ne w studies to ensure their
safety. Crest Whitestrips was introd uced in 2000. Since that time, over 50 millio n Crest
Whitestrips products have been used representing more than one billion potential exposures.
Additionally, the produc ts have been tested exte nsively. The wealth of pu blished data referenced
below and summarized in Attachment I support the safety of Crest Whitestrips. Further, we
believe that Crest Whitestrips are correctly classified as cosmetic products.
The ADA Petition contains the certification required by 21 CFR § IO.3O(b) that to the best o f the
petitioner'S knowled ge, the petition contains all relevant infom13lion and views including
rep resentati~'e data and infonna/ion known to the petitioner that are unfavo rable to the petition
(emphasis added). Despite this certification, we believe tha t the Pelition does nol reneel
information known by Ihe ADA 10 be unfavorable to its position. The Petitio n relies heavily
on an attached report prepared unde r the direction of the ADA Council on Scientific Affairs and
entitled "Tooth Whitening/Bleaching Treatment Considerations for Dentists and Their Patients.
This report c ites a number of safety and usage concerns regarding cenain consumer-use
whitening products. There is published and easily accessible scientific literature that addresses
moSt of these concerns, but these are nOI referenced in the Peti tio n or report. Furthe rmore, over
the lasl several years, P&G has shared these published data with the ADA on multiple occasions.

F D4 - 2009- P- OS("c,
CX0652-001

A summary of this large body oniterature and the corresponding references are provided in
Altaclunenl r to this correspondence.
P&G has separately asked the ADA to update their Pelitio n to refiect lhis published data and thus
conform (0 the certification requirements. but to our knowledge this has not happened. P&G
believes this is evidence that the ADA Petilion is mo tivated primarily by the commerc ial interests
of ADA me mbership and thaI Iheir desired oUicome is 10 restrict direcl-to-consumer access (0
tooth-whiteners that offer resu lts comparable to in-offlce and deOli sl--<iispensed products.
For the reasons stated above, P&G respectfu lly requests (hat FDA deny the Petilion.

Sincerely
THE PROCfER & GAMBLE COMPANY

,

,

uel Safety and Regulatory Affairs and Safety Surveillance
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Attachment 1
Published Literature 00 Crest Whitestrips 2000 to 2010
Tooth whitening with peroxides began more than 25 years ago and gained significant popularity
in the lale 1980's via Inly application of the peroxide gels (both OTC and dentist distributed
products). In 2000, lhe introduction of Whitestrips represented a significant innovat ion on the
delivery system of loom whiteners (sU"ip) eliminating the need for a tray device. Additionally.
strip delivery introduced the added features of controlled application amounl and the ability to
treat specific dentition through size and shape of me strip. Since the Whilestrips introduction.
over 50 million Whitestrips products have been sold representing more than one billion potential
exposures to the strip products.
The safery and efficacy of WhiteslJ'ips is supported by a thorough and comprehensive battery of
clinical trials. Our test populations comprise two general c ategories. adults (18+) and (eens ( 1218). across a wide rage of product designs and product usage regimens. For example. Kugel et al.
(Camp. Cont. Ed., 2002) report on the safety and efficacy resulting from 2 months of continuous
daily usage of 6.5% hydrogen peroxide Whilestrips to eliminate discolorations resulting from
tetracycline. In yet another example. Bizhang et al. (Am J Dent, 2007) report on the safety and
effi cacy of two weeks of Whitestrips product use followed by 18 month follow-up on initial color
change retentio n and safety profile . Our clinical trials database even goes beyond Whitestrips
and onen includes dentist distributed tray produc1s when used as comparative test legs in the
research.
Additio nally, a scientifically advanced and thorough pre-clinicaJ program parallels our vast
clinical program. This pre-clinical program includes leading edge research on hard tissue
(enamel and dentin). rcstomtive mnterials used in dentistry, and tox icological assessments.
An exemplary list of 42 published c linical trials is attached for reference. The conc lusio ns of the
entire body of research are clear:

•

Strip and peroxide based tooth whitening products are safe and effective when used as
directed . ( / ·27,29,30.34,36·38, 41 , 42)

•

Hvdrogen peroxide based strip products do not alter the microstructure of the tooth
surface, the mnme/, Ihe dentin or the dentin enamel junction. (40)

•

ADA recommended testing shows hvdrogen peroxide based strip products do nat alter
the micro hardness of the restorati~'e materials. (7. 2B. 39)

•

The whitening effect is a function of can centration and contoct time where higher
concenlnllion products whiten fasler and longer contact time yie lds a better endpoint. (B.
12, 13· 16, 19,21,25,36·38)

•

Transient temporary tooth sensitivity does occur and is more common with higher
concentration products within any g iven formulalion and de livery device. Holt'ever.1/ot
{l single case ofunreso/ved tooth sensitivity was observed UpOIl cessation of product
usou. Product usage instructio ns include appropriate information and direction for
consumers who experience tooth sensiti vity. (1 ·6, B·27, 2B-30. 34. 35-3B. 41, 42)
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•

Transiem gingival irritation does occur and is more common with higher concentration
products in which the amount of hydrogen peroxide applied per unit area of tissue is also
greater. like J.ooth sensith'ity. not a single case of unresolved gingh'al irritation was
observed upon cessation of product usage. Produc t usage instructions include
appropriate information and direction for consumers who experience gi ngival irritation.
(1-6,8-27. 28-30, 34, 35-38. 41. 42)

Note: In contrast to professionally distributed trays, the strip form is the only delillery
device whl'ch controls /h e amount of peroxide composition applied per unit area.
Dentist distributed trays IIU general dosing guidelines for the entire tray. Upon
Gpplication /0 the teeth. excess peroxide composition isforced to the gingival margin
often resulting in high amounts of hydrogen peroxide applied per /lnit area. Thi.~ can
lead to a decrease in the tolerability of the product on soft fLulIt!.
•

Hydrogen peroxide has been prtwiously reviewed by the FDA Carcinogenicity
Assessment Committee alld approved by the FDA ror use as an indirect food additive
(46 FR 234},' January 9. }981).

•

Peroxide based tooth whitening orQducts do nOI pose Q carcinogenic risk and the
dosimetric exposure data show margins ofsofety of greater thall200 fold. (31·33)
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